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Abstract. The modelling of uncoupled fluid flow and heat transfer problems of a district heating network using the 
finite element method (FEM) is presented. Since the standard thermo-hydraulic pipe elements cannot be directly used 
for modelling insulation, the main attention was paid to discretisation of multilayered structure of pipes and surrounding 
by one-dimensional thermal elements. In addition, validity of the finite element method was verified numerically by 
solving fluid flow and heat transfer problems in district heating pipelines. Verification analysis involves standard single 
pipe problems and simulation of fragment of district heating in Vilnius. Pressure and temperature results obtained by 
finite element method are compared with those by other approaches. 
Keywords: district heating network, FEM, uncoupled steady-state thermo-hydraulic flow. 

1. Introduction 

District heating distribution systems require careful 
design and construction to ensure the lowest maintenance 
and longest life. There are two problems concerning the 
design of fluid flow systems: sizing the pipe and deter
mination of the flow-pressure relationship. Once a sys
tem has been sized, it should be analysed with more de
tailed methods of simulation to determine the hydraulic 
and thermal performance. The most significant factor that 
affects performance of systems is the consumer heat de
mand, settled by a minimum temperature level and quan
tity of heat, defined by the flow rate. Moreover, the en
ergy transfer over long distances and distribution it to 
large areas unavoidably gives rise to both heat and pres
sure losses. Heat losses increase heat demand on the pro
duction unit and might cause a decrease of the water tem
perature level. Pressure losses require additional pump
ing power to achieve the desired flow at the consumer 
installations. Therefore the emphasis in this study is on 
advanced method for simultaneous modelling fluid flow 
and heat transfer. 

The fluid flow in a pipe network poses a problem 
of a non-linear nature. This is due to the fact that the 
dependence of the flow rate and the pressure is non-lin
ear. The main difference between methods of solving this 
problem lies in the selection of independent variables. 
The solution of heat transfer problem in thermo-hydrau-

lie flow analysis contains difficulties due to the multi
layered structure of the pipeline and due to different heat 
transfer modes having state-dependent characteristics. 
Some of these factors are neglected in engineering prac
tice for simplicity reasons. Moreover, in heat transfer 
analysis convection and mass transport are related to fluid 
flow problem. Coupling of these two problems is of 
importance, when temperature-dependent fluid physical 
properties involved in both analyses are considered. The 
mentioned aspects require simultaneous modelling of fluid 
flow and heat transfer. 

The modelling of fluid flow in district heating (DH) 
network has been investigated extensively. Flow solu
tion for a single pipe or a tree network presents a trivial 
problem and may be obtained analytically. Existence of 
loops causes redistribution of the flow rate in pipes be
longing to the closed loop, and the problem of flow dis
tribution arouse. This incorporates a non-linear problem, 
because flow in pipes became unknown. The oldest and 
perhaps the most widely used method for analysing fluid 
flow in networks is the Cross method [1]. The method 
deals with each loop independently providing no direct 
interaction between the basic network equations. Zhao 
[2] investigated the concerned properties of two meth
ods for steady-state flow analysis of DH networks: the 
linear theory method and the basic circuit method. 
Almkvist [3] adopted the method of characteristics to 
analyse complex pipe systems and simulated steady as 
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well as transient flow behaviour. Valdimarsson [4] imple
mented the graph-theoretical method, which solves the 
non-linear equations for the loops, and flow solution of 
the network is obtained by a linearisation method. 

After a hydraulic solution of the network is obtained, 
the estimation of heat transfer from hot water to sur
rounding is necessary, because it determines temperature 
drop, which in tum defines delivered temperature to the 
consumer. Due to fact that heat transfer takes place in 
moving fluid, flow and hydraulic regime must be con
sidered in modelling. Although heat transfer generally is 
a transient three-dimensional phenomenon, for simplic
ity reasons the only steady-state mode is analysed. Two
dimension approximation of heat transfer problem is usu
ally used, when section in the pipeline are given [5, 6]. 
In this analysis, the convection coefficient on both inte
rior surface and on the exposed ground above the pipe 
has also been included in [7], while in [8] heat transfer 
problem was modelled for twin buried district heating 
pipes. To estimated heat transfer along the pipeline three
dimensional models are required, which can be practi
cally applied only for a single pipe, but not for a whole 
network. 

In engineering approach, the fluid in pipe is mod
elled as a one-dimensional rigid mass motion, consider
ing variables in the beginning and end of the pipe. Heat 
transfer from the hot water to surrounding soil is also 
considered as one-dimensional problem and solution are 
based on thermal resistance method, as was pointed out 
by Tuomas [9]. According to [10], two methods, the el
ement method and the node method, have been used for 
physical modelling of temperature dynamics in district 
heating networks. The node method is related to simpli
fied discretisation method, where all parameters are con
centrated in nodes located through the pipe. In the ele
ment method the pipe is divided into a number of artifi
cial elements and this method is similar to the finite el
ement approach. Numerical analysis methods are practi
cally applied for design of district heating pipelines. In 
Nordic countries they were realised in engineering pro
grams, such as TERMIS [11] and NEXUS [12]. The 
simulation was performed due to a set of steady-state 
calculation and based on engineering simplifications. 
Although heat transfer problem in pipelines involves more 
than one heat transfer mode, the approach presented in 
the reference [11] combined various heat transfer coeffi
cients into an overall coefficient, which is chosen from 
pipes specification. Thus the total heat transfer can be 
calculated from terminal temperatures. 

The finite element method (FEM) is a powerful tool 
for fluid flow and heat transfer analysis, and it has been 
mostly applied for solving two- or three-dimensional 
problems. Classical approaches may be found in refer
ences [ 13-15]. Numerous works showed the application 
of FEM for specific problems, for example, the heat 
transfer and temperature distribution thought insulation 
and soil for a single pipe was analysed [7]. For solution 
of hydraulic problem in fluid network, FEM was applied 

in [16], while an in-house FE code was developed in 
[ 17] by approximation flow in pipes with lD finite ele
ments hocked together. The particularity of problems in 
DH network lies in an inconvenient application of 2D or 
3D models due to enormous requirement of computer 
capacity. Therefore, there is a need for developing a more 
efficient FE model, which is able to compute the fluid 
flow and heat transfer analysis simultaneously. However, 
in commonly used FE codes such as ANSYS, standard 
FE cannot be applied directly, because of unvalued struc
ture of the pipe and lack of implementation. 

The emphasis of this report is to develop a FE ap
proach in modelling thermal-hydraulic flow in insulated 
pipeline of district heating networks. Moreover, validity 
of the finite element method is verified by solving fluid 
flow and heat transfer problems in district heating pipe
lines. Simulation of fragment of DH network in Vilnius 
and comparison of results with other methods has been 
carried out as well. 

2. District heating network 

A district heating system distributes thermal energy 
from a central source to residential consumers by using 
pipelines through a closed loop network. The district 
heating systems can be divided into three parts (Fig 1 ): 
1) plant, 2) the DH distribution or transmissions network 
and 3) the consumers where each individual consumer is 
defined as a heat exchanger and all installations on the 
secondary side of each substation. 

I) 
' 

2) 
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3) 
Plant ' Network Consumer ' J station 

[k ' ' ' ' 
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Fig 1. A schematic diagram of a DH systems 

In general, district heating (DH) systems can be 
supplied from several heat production units and heat is 
transferred to many consumers with different require
ments. The consumer uses the heat to maintain indoor 
temperature at a reasonable constant level, compensate 
for building heat loss to the environment, and for prepa
ration of domestic tap water in substations, which sepa
rate the network into transmission and distribution parts. 

The presented study is focused on the piping net
work that conveys the energy and is relevant to the com
mon applications, ie the medium is hot water and the 
DH network consists of buried preinsulated pipes with 
carrier of steel, insulation of polyurethane and a casing 
of high-density polyethylene (Fig 2). 

Model of district heating network is presented as a 
grid composed by one-dimensional segments. Important 
external parameters such as fluid flow rate can be set 
either to nodes of the grid or to segments. The load or 
demand of heat energy is expressed usually in terms of 
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Fig 2. Common insulated pipe 

heat flow at the nodes. The network structure refers to 
the data about the diameters of all pipes, their length 
and their roughness as well as where fittings are located. 

Existing models for simulation of DH systems has 
been classified [ 18] 1) by type: models of the specific 
component of district heating systems, eg models for 
production unit (power plant and boilers); 2) by method: 
dynamic or steady-state; 3) by approach: physical, which 
refers to a knowledge of the nature of the district heat
ing system, or black box models (for instance, time se
ries and neural network models); 4) by usage: design, 
which focuses on predicting system performance or op
eration, referring to an optimisation problem. 

Based on presented classification, the developed fi
nite element model belongs to the type of models, which 
are focused on physical approach and allows simulating 
either transmission or distribution network (Fig 1 ), be
cause the modelling of the substations is a subject of a 
separate study, eg [ 19]. By the classification by usage, 
the presented model focuses on the prediction of the main 
parameters of DH network, which indicates if the con
sumers' requirements can be satisfied. Although the fluid 
flow and heat transfer generally are dynamic phenom
ena, in the present study the steady state analysis is in
vestigated as a necessary part of dynamic analysis of DH 
network. 

3. Fluid flow and pressure regime in pipelines 

In the treatment of steady-state flow analysis of dis
trict heating, networks aim at finding the flow distribu
tion in a network when the network structure and the 
flow demand for all consumers are known. The solution 
process determines the flow rate in every pipe, pressure, 
etc at each node of the network. 

The main factor affecting the pressure losses is the 
friction between the flowing water and adjacent wall. In 
addition, a local loss occurs due to disruption of the flow 
in valves, bends and other fittings. These losses are 
characterised by a local loss coefficient for each fitting 
and usually depend on the pipe diameter. 

The basic principle for a single pipe is conserva
tion of mass or the continuity principle, the work energy 
principle including the Darcy-Weisbach equation (la) 
[20], which defines the relation between fluid friction 
and energy dissipation: 

L¥ = !( ~ 1 p ~ 2 ). (1 a) 

where L¥ [Pa] - pressure drop; f- friction factor, 

L [m]- length; D [m] -internal diameter; p [kg/m3] -

density; V [mls] - velocity. 
Friction factor describes friction occurring between 

the inner wall of a pipe and the flowing fluid within a 
pipe due to shear stresses at the interface. The friction 
coefficient is a function of the Reynolds number Re and 
roughness of the surface k. In a numerical solution the 
Colebrook-White equation (1 b) from [ 19] is used for 
estimation of friction factor f 

1 k 1,413 
Jf =-4·logw<3,7·D)+ Re!i' 

(lb) 

where k [m] - pipe wall roughness; D [m] - diameter; 
Re - Reynolds number. 

Equation ( 1 b) can be simplified and presented in its 
implicit formulation. For modelling the laminar flow, 
friction factor is described as a function of Re number 
only. 

As independent variables, the mass flow rates in 
pipes, the corrective mass flow rates in loops or the pres
sure levels can be selected for network solution. The set 
of equations, which consists of non-linear equations, 
must be solved simultaneously. The method employed 
in Newton-Raphson formulation, which considers the 
pressure level in nodes as unknown, is the method cho
sen here, because it converges rapidly to the solution. 

Although the physical fluid properties, included in 
fluid flow analysis, are temperature dependent, in practi
cal calculations those properties are evaluated at the fluid 
average temperature. 

4. Heat transfer 

Heat transfer takes place in pipe radial direction 
through insulation and surroundings, while in longitudi
nal pipe direction the mass transport phenomena occur, 
where flow regimes must be taken into account in mod
elling. 

For the steady state conditions, heat balance equa
tions for the single pipe are defined, using the heat trans
mission and thermal resistances formulation, which for a 
pipe section of length ~ can be written as [10]: 

arw ~ 
wCw~-a + (Tw-Tap)=O, (2) 

X R 
where Tw , Tap - temperature of water and surround
ings, R - thermal resistance. 

Thermal resistance is expressed in terms of sum of 
thermal resistance of each mechanical layer, because the 
heat transfer problem from fluid to surrounding ground 
constitutes a multistep process: from a warmer fluid to a 
wall, through the multilayered wall, then to a colder soil. 
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Different transfer modes are involved to describe heat 
transfer in each medium; for instance, heat is transferred 
mainly via convection in water and thermal resistance is 
calculated by the following equation: 

l 
Rw =---· 

rtdpa 

where a - convection heat transfer coefficient. 

(3) 

Because the temperature difference between wall and 
fluid is moderate, the estimation of the convection heat 
transfer coefficient is based on the Dittus-Boelter equa
tion. This equation is applied for fully developed turbu
lent flow in smooth tubes, where the properties are evalu
ated at the fluid bulk temperature: 

Nu = 0,23Re0·8 Pr0·3 ' (4) 

where Pr - convection heat transfer coefficient. 
Although heat transfer through insulation is 2D prob

lems, for practical estimation the heat losses are solved 
in the radial direction and it is assumed as one-dimen
sional (axi-symmetric) problem, which in radial coordi
nate can be written in the following form: 

? 
d-r +I dt = 0 
dr 2 r dr 

(5) 

where t- temperature; r- radius. 
Heat is transferred via conduction through the metal 

pipe, insulation and casing, and separate thermal resis
tance is to be defined for each materia. Thermal resis
tance can be estimated by equation (6). which follows 
from the equation (5) 

l dl 
R =--In-· 

2rtk d, 
(6) 

where k- thermal conductivity; d 1 and d2 - external and 
internal diameters. 

The thermal resistance of the ground was found by 
the superposition method, and Krischer first approximated 
the thermal resistance of the ground as a resistance of a 
cylinder of fixed size depending on the pipe diameter 
[21]. This mathematical approach is still commonly used 
today and is also applied in the present study. 

5. Uncoupled finite element approach to thermo-hy
draulic flow in pipe 

In the present study the analysis of fluid flow and 
heat transfer is based on the following assumptions: 

I. The axial mixing of water in the pipe is disre
garded and fluid flowing represents I D problem. 

2. The heat transfer process from fluid to surround
ings is only solved in the radial direction; therefore it 
presents a one-dimensional (axi-symmetric) problem. 

3. The temperature rise due to the conversion of 
pumping energy into heat energy as a result of friction 
losses is neglected. 

4. The material properties of the soil are homoge
neous and phase changes are not considered. 

5. The material properties of insulation structure 
and soil are assumed to be constant and temperature in
dependent. 

6. The assumption of the transformation of the ther
mal resistance at the ground surface to an equivalent layer 
of soil is applied. 

7. Temperature of the surrounding ground of bur
ied preinsulated pipe is assumed to be known (Fig 4). 

Generally, the fluid flow in a pipe and heat transfer 
involving conduction and convection is a simultaneous 
phenomenon. Uncoupled thermo-hydraulic approach con
siders mechanical and thermal properties of fluid inde
pendently. It is assumed that the temperature gradient 
does not affect velocity and temperature profiles. This is 
equivalent to specifying that the properties of the water 
(density, viscosity, specific heat, thermal coefficient) re
main constant in the flow. For an uncoupled thermal
hydraulic model the equilibrium equations have the fol
lowing form: 

[Kh(P)]{P}={W}, 

[K1 (W)]{T}= {Q}. 

(7a) 

(7b) 

Here, { P} and { T} present nodal pressure and tem
perature vectors, which are to be obtained by solution of 
the problem (7). Nodal fluid { W} and heat flow vectors 
{Q} describes the given external loads and boundary 
conditions. Hydraulic [Kh] and thermal matrices [K1] 

present physical properties of the fluid and the insula
tion. 

The one-dimentional thermo-hydraulic finite ele
ments are most popular tools applied in numerical analy
sis of piping systems. However, these elements pay no 
attention to the pipe structure and surroundings, which 
are important in heat transfer analysis. Without consid
ering of multilayered structure of pipeline and surround
ing soil, it is impossible to evaluate thermal properties 
and actual boundary conditions under which heat trans
fer from the pipe occurs. Thermo-hydraulic element of 
ANSYS code [21] contains explicit heat transfer and fric
tion models, which are not directly applicable for mod
elling heating networks. Thus, thermo-hydraulic element 
must be complemented with other elements in order to 
be applied for modelling district heating pipelines. 

The first equation describes non-linear hydraulic 
flow, where hydraulic matrix [Kh] depends on the values 
of pressure difference. Due to the assumption of con
stant water properties, the second equation presents ther
mal linear problem. The thermal matrix [K,] reflects con
ductivity, mass transport and convection. 

The solution of model (7) requires an iterative pro
cedure. After solution of (7a), the obtained pressure vec
tor is used as an input in (7b ). The pressure and tem
perature gradient are solved through an iterative process 
in which the matrices are updated at subsequent itera
tion steps. 
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6. Macroelement approach for multilayered pipe 
modelling 

6.1. Basic concepts 

Generally discretisation of a pipe is referred to 2D 
or 3D fluid flow and heat transfer problems. In case of 
2D problem, heat transfer analysis usually is performed 
in cross-sectional area of the pipe, without considering 
heat transfer in longitudinal pipe direction. Longitudinal 
heat transfer and fluid flow solution can be obtained by 
3D, which also enables to solve those problems simulta
neously. However, for modelling district heating network 
discretisation of all pipes as 3D seems to be unrealistic 
due to large requirement of computer capacity [22]. 
Therefore simplified approaches dealing with reduced 
model and corresponding finite elements are explored for 
solutions of practical problems. Using this approach lin
ear segment of the pipe is considered as a one-dimen
sional complex thermo-hydraulic element. The require
ment of consideration of radial heat transfer in insulated 
structure of the pipes arises. This caused problems, be
cause standard thermo-hydraulic pipe elements do not 
take into account the pipe structure. 

Geometry of the complex macroelement is defined 
by nodes I and J, while nodes K and L are used for 
surrounding soil. Inlet temperature is described by Tr 
while outlet temperature by TJ (Fig 3). The tempera
tures of environment TK and TL are assumed to be known. 
The thermo-hydraulic macroelement presents assembling 
of conventional element of the ANSYS code [23]. 

Conduction 
element 

l • 

Fig 3. Complex thermo-hydraulic element 

Fluid 
element 

6.2. Discretisation of hydraulic flow in pipelines 

For individual element, in our case macroelement 
e, the hydraulic matrix mainly depends on the fluid prop
erties. This matrix expresses local losses and pressure 
losses due to friction: 

(8) 

where [Kr] - frictional pressure losses; [K2 ] -local pres
sure losses. 

Estimation of frictional pressure losses is referred 
in [20], where friction coefficient includes fluid physical 
properties and define the simplified form of Eq ( 1 b). 

6.3. Discretisation of thermal flow in pipelines 

The physical nature of the thermal matrix is much 
more complicated. The thermal matrix reflects heat trans
fer by fluid along the pipe as well as through a multilay
ered, or even multisolid, structure of the pipe and envi
ronment. For an individual element e it may be presented 
as a sum of different layers: 

p 
[K1) = IJK:n], (9) 

m=i 

where subscript m represents the layer of insulation. 
Each layer (eg insulation, surrounding soil) produces 

thermal resistance described in Eqs (3) and (6). 
On the other hand, individual layers may contain 

different transfer modes. In general, each layer may pro
duce a thermal matrix: 

where [Kcnv<nl - convection matrix; [Kmas/P)] - mass 
transport matrix; [KcndL(n] and [KcndR(T)] conduction 
matrices in the flow longitudinal direction and normal to 
the flow direction, respectively. 

Thermo-hydraulic fluid element describes fluid flow 
and heat transfer from fluid to a wall. The behaviour of 
flowing fluid is described by hydraulic matrix [Kh] in 
Eq (9). The thermal component is described by thermal 
matrix [KJ The component is characterised by energy
average fluid temperature across the pipe and tempera
ture of the layer adjacent to internal surface of the pipe. 
The fluid presents a single layer m, for thermal matrix is 
presented as a particular case of Eq ( 1 0): 

Convection component [KcnJnl is estimated through 
flow dependent convection film coefficient h(n, which 
may be evaluated from Eq (4) accordingly to [24]. Esti
mation of conduction component [KcndLCnl incorporates 
the thermal conductivity of the flow. 

Moreover, a set of conduction elements is required 
to present the transfer of heat in the pipe, insulation and 
casing material. Since properties of each material are 
different, thermal matrices describe thermal resistance of 
each layer. 

For describing conduction in the insulation, the fol
lowing matrix, which incorporates thermal resistance in 
Eq (6), is used: 

[Km]=[KcndR ]. (12) 

For describing the conduction through the soil the 
transformation of the thermal resistance at the ground 
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surface to an equivalent layer of soil is performed and 
thermal matrix has the form (11 ). The soil is considered 
as a single layer and depth of the pipe is taken as a 
thickness of layer (Fig 4). Evaluation of thermal resis
tance of the soil can be calculated as [20]: 

I 2H rn:2H)2 
R =-In(-+ - -1 

g 2rck d d , (13) 

where k - thermal conductivity of the soil; d - diameter 
of insulated pipe; H - equivalent depth of the pipe de
fined as H = I + 0,0685k; I - distance from the ground g g 
surface to the pipe centre. 

Fig 4. Set of thermal finite elements to describe multilay
ered structure of insulated pipe and surrounding soil 

The model presented in Fig 4 produces temperature 
results on the internal and external surfaces of the pipe, 
insulation and casing. However, if the temperature dis
tribution within the insulation and casing material (or soil) 
is required, different models are to be applied, for de
tails see [25]. The presented FEM implies a method of 
thermal resistances, and it does consider non-linear tem
perature distribution through insulation. 

7. Accuracy of finite element model 

In order to ensure the correct thermal solution, the 
actual pipe was divided into a number of finite elements 
in the pipe longitudinal direction, thus water temperature 
and heat losses are recalculated in each element (Fig 5). 

Fig 5. Example of subdivision of actual pipe into ele
ments; Q - heat losses, T - temperature of water 

Subdivision of an actual pipe into elements was in
vestigated by performing numerical experiments for dif
ferent pipe diameters and flow rates. Longitudinal sub
division of the pipe does not influence the results of the 
hydraulic solution (ie pressure losses), while it may sig
nificantly affect the results of thermal analysis. In order 
to investigate how the subdivision influences the tem
perature results, a test for a pipe with a length of I km 
and diameter 500 mm has been carried out. The test was 
repeated when the number of elements in pipe longitudi
nal direction changes from 2 to 128. 

The outlet temperature estimated by an analytical 
method has been compared with the corresponding tem
perature obtained by finite element (FE) calculations 
(Fig 6). This test was repeated for different flow rates: 
W = 80 kg/s and W = I 00 kg/s. The influence of flow 
velocity on the temperature results shows a decrease in 
accuracy for the lower velocity at the same level of 
discretisation. These differences tend to vanish with in
creasing number of elements in the pipe longitudinal di
rection. 

It can be concluded that thermal flow is strongly 
dependent on the number of elements and lower flow 
rate requires a high density of discretisation. The reason 
for this is a low velocity of hot fluid, which makes the 
function of non-linear distribution more arched. As a 
result, a larger number of finite elements is required in 
order to represent this function precisely. 

Accuracy of the model: 

T~dllerence 

~ FEM and analytical 

2 4 8 16 32 

·0500 
-1..;:1QOOn 

·T =100>C i""' 

0,007% 

\-
Analytical 

64 128 

Number of elements in pipe longitudinal direction 

Fig 6. Accuracy of the temperature results as a function 
of number of elements; where FEM - finite element 
method, w - mass flow in the pipe 

8. Case study: modeling of district heating network 
in Vilnius 

A case study is performed to demonstrate the idea 
discussed in the previous sections. The fragment of dis
trict heating network has been simulated by FEM. These 
results have been compared to the results obtained by 
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the approach widely used in practical engineering, ie 
TERMIS software. 

In the present study, data from the district heating 
system in Vilnius, Lithuania, are used. Fig 7 shows the 
distribution network of the system. There is one DH plant 
and 18 heat exchanger substations (consumers). The DH 
network is set up of preinsulated pipes buried under
ground and all connected buildings are situated within 
an area of 3,6 km2• Results between two mentioned ap
proaches were compared in points B, C, and D in the 
network (Fig 7). 

Heat is transferred by water at an initial tempera
ture T; = 100 oc at the district heating station and tem
perature of surrounding ground is Tgr = 5 °C. The pipe 
dimensions range from 500 to 600 mm. 

The fluid physical properties, such as fluid mass 
density, specific heat, and fluid viscosity are known. Their 
values are chosen assuming the average temperature of 
the water in the DH pipelines, T

0 
= 80 oc. This is the 

design temperature used for planning DH system. 
Material properties used in a simulation can be found 

in Table. 
Steady state analysis of the DH network is referred 

to finding the flow, pressure and heat losses. The deliv-

Fig 7. Fragment of Vilnius district heating system 

Material properties 

Density Specific Thermal Viscosity 
Material [kg/m3

] heat con d. [kg/(ms)] 
[J/(kg K)] [W/(m K)] 

Water 1000 4200 0,68 0,0003--
Steel - - 50 - --
Insula- - - 0,0275 -
tion 
Casing - - 0,38 -
Soil - - 2,7 -

ered water temperature at each consumer is also esti
mated, when the network structure, pipe size and the flow 
demand at each consumer are known. 

9. Comparison between uncoupled approach and ap
proach used in practical engineering 

The district heating network (Fig 7) was calculated 
by the analytical approach used in engineering and pre
sented by Tuomas [9]. The simulation by the finite ele
ment method has been also carried out. In a case when 
the temperature drop in pipelines is less than 5 % [9], 
temperature usually is not recalculated along the pipe-

Fig 8. Pressure distribution in fragment of district heat
ing network in Vilnius 
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Fig 9. Distribution of heat transfer in a fragment of dis
trict heating network in Vilnius 

lines in the mentioned engineering approach. This is the 
main cause for the difference between results of both 
approaches in temperature distribution and heat losses 
(for the details see [26]). For a separate segment of the 
pipelines with different diameters, the results of thermal 
analysis were investigated in [25]. 

Fig 8 presents the pressure distribution in a network 
of Vilnius, and, as it can be seen, pressure decreases 
dramatically through the network and reaches the lowest 
value at point A. Fig 9 shows heat transmission term 
described in Eq 5. Heat transmission distributes not se
quentially in fragment of district heating network in 
Vilnius, due to its relation to fluid flow which has simi
lar distribution. 

Fig I 0 shows the temperature results obtained by 
finite element model for a single pipe. Red line repre
sents temperature in the centre of pipe. Vertical lines 
represent the temperatures of the insulation structure in 
the beginning and end of the pipe. By the changes in 
colour we can see how temperature decreases from 80 °C 
in metal pipe surface (red part in the vertical lines) to 
about 36 °C in external insulation surface (light blue part 
in vertical lines). The lowest temperature of 5°C repre
sents the temperature of the soil surrounding the pipe. 

The modelling of previously mentioned fragment of 
DH network in Vilnius has been also carried out by the 
TERMIS software [version 1.2], which nas constructed 
especially for hydraulic and thermal simulation DH sys
tems. The simulation was performed due to a set of 
steady-state calculation and described in the manual [II]. 
The hydraulic analysis is based on estimation of pres
sure loss, which is the sum of frictional pressure loss 

Fig 10. Temperature distribution in the fragment of insu
lated pipe and surrounding 

and singular loss. The friction factor is calculated on the 
basis of Colebrook and White's formula [19]. When the 
flow of the entire network is known the temperatures 
and heat losses in the network are calculated. 

The model applied for simulation in TERMIS soft
ware has the simplification in determination of heat 
losses, and as a result of this simplification the overall 
heat transfer coefficient is to be chosen for each pipe 
from pipe specifications, such as [27]. The overall heat 
transfer coefficient of the pipes in the DH network was 
calculated by a finite element model and then inserted 
into TERMIS database. 

Figs II and I2 show the comparison of the current 
results and the results obtained by TERMIS. 
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Fig 11. Comparison of temperature distributions between 
the finite element model (FE) and TERMIS; B, C, and D 
are characteristic points in the network (Fig 8) 
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The approach employed in TERMIS and set out in 10. Conclusions 
the manual [II], combined the heat transfer coefficients 
of the insulation structure and surrounding ground into 
an overall heat transfer coefficient. 

The temperature distribution in Fig 10 illustrates the 
fragment of insulated pipe and surrounding, which loca
tion in Fig 7 by characteristic nodes B, C and D. 

The difference between the heat losses obtained by 
TERMIS and the finite element model is insignificant 
and does not exceed 1 % (Fig 12). 
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Fig 12. Comparison of heat losses between finite element 
model (FE) and TERMIS; B, C, and D are characteristic 
points in the network (Fig 8) 

The main factor affecting the pressure losses is the 
friction coefficient, which is a function of Re number 
and roughness. In the numerical solution by TERMIS, 
the implicit Colebrook-White's equation is applied for 
estimating the friction coefficient, while in the finite el
ement model the modified Colebrook-White equation in 
its explicit formulation is used. This results in a small 
difference between the results of pressure losses obtained 
by TERMIS and the finite element model. 

From the steady-state simulation of a fragment 
of the district heating network by the TERMIS software 
and the finite element model it can be concluded that 
the simulation results show a small difference in fric
tional losses and temperature distribution between the 
methods. 

Without any doubt, the best way to validate the 
model is to compare the simulated results with the mea
sured data. For a single pipe or separate part of the net
w~rk this does not present difficulties, but it is problem
atic to find measurements, which have been performed 
for _a_ whole network particularly with loops due to a) 
addJtwnal expenses related to the experiments, b) it might 
be not enough to measure temperature of the water in a 
pipe. Measurements of the surrounding ground should 
be performed, as well as material properties of buried 
pipes. Otherwise, the discussion of validation of the 
model will end up with a discussion concerning difficul
ties in comparison of the results due to a lack of experi
mental data. 

The finite element approach for analysis of fluid 
flow and heat transfer in district heating network has been 
developed. Theoretical investigation and numerical ex
amples prove suitability of the above approach: 

I. Since traditional engineering approaches as well 
as on this basis developed method are related to particu
lar cases of heating pipelines or particular mathematical 
models, the finite element method is universal tool inde
pendent of the structure of the network geometry and it 
seems to be prospective for applying in simulation of 
heating networks. 

2. In spite of wide possibilities and principal ad
vantages, the existing universal finite element codes can
not be directly applied to thermo-hydraulic analysis of 
district heating networks . 

3. The macroelement approach is proposed for 
discretisation of multilayered structure of the pipe, which 
works by combining of simplified thermo-hydraulic pipe 
element and one-dimensional thermal elements and is 
implemented by users' utilities into the ANSYS environ
ment. On the basis of numerical experiment performed 
for the segment of the pipelines, it is possible to have a 
model describing thermal properties of the pipe struc
ture and surroundings. 

4. Numerical investigation of longitudinal discre
tisation shows that hydraulic flow is independent of a 
number of elements. Temperature results are affected by 
descretisation level, and also depend on flow rate. It is 
concluded that the longitudinal discretisation with 8 ele
ments per pipe of lkm is sufficient for engineering pur
pose and shows 0,007 % of accuracy. However, error is 
higher for low water velocities and shows 0,06 % accu
racy for the same pipe. 

5. Comparison of the current solution with a solu
tion by analytical approach used in practical engineer
ing, presents generally the same picture of temperature 
distribution and heat losses for district network of Vilnius. 
However, estimation of heat losses in engineering ap
~roach is based on assumption, that if temperature drops 
m a network less than 5 %, the changes in temperature 
are neglected. This assumption leads to an increase in 
heat losses. 

6. Comparison of current finite element results with 
solution by TERMIS software shows identical tempera
ture field for the fragment of the real network of Vilnius. 
However, thermal resistances of the pipe, insulation and 
eq~ivalen~ layer of soil in TERM IS are required a priori, 
while fimte element model simulates temperature field 
in pipe simultaneously. 

7. The proposed pipe element, discretisation tech
nology and experience gained may be used not only for 
simultaneous solution of uncoupled fluid and heat flow 
but also can be extended to model unsteady flow. This 
allows to take into account changes in supply tempera
ture, transient effect on heat losses and variations of cli
mate. 
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